Greenfield Township Supervisors’ Meeting – February 5th 2019
Meeting Minutes
The regular monthly meeting of the Greenfield Township Supervisors was CALLED
to order at 8:03 pm with the pledge of Allegiance.
Roll call; Slebodnik present, Totsky present, Evans – Absent, Attorney Casper
present.
A motion to dispense with the reading of last meeting’s minutes was made by
Susan Totsky seconded by Joseph Slebodnik. Both voted yes and the motion
passed.
Out of Order business
A resolution of the board of supervisors was read by Attorney John Cerra to
remove Bruce Evans as the Township Secretary and that Chaz Brewer assume that
position. There was a motion by Joseph Slebodnik to adopt the resolution and 2 nd
by Susan Totsky. Both voted yes and the motion passed.
A second resolution of the board of supervisors was read by Attorney John Cerra
to remove Bruce Evans as the Township Treasurer and that Mike Mancuso
assume that position. There was a motion by Susan Totsky to adopt the resolution
and 2nd by Joseph Slebodnik. Both voted yes and the motion passed.
A third resolution of the board of supervisors was read by Attorney John Cerra to
remove Bruce Evans as the Township roadmaster and that Nick Bonczkiewicz
assume that position. There was a motion by Joseph Slebodnik to adopt the
resolution and 2nd by Susan Totsky. Both voted yes and the motion passed.
Chaz Brewer then assumed the position as Secretary for the meeting.
Attorney Casper read that the Planning Commission and the Agricultural Security
Committee made a favorable recommendation for the Corey property in the area
of Bell Mountain and Ridge Road to be included into the Agricultural Security Area
for purposes of inclusion into Agricultural Preservation Easement. There were no
comments about including this property. Susan Totsky made a motion to adopt
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the property into the Agricultural Securty Area. Joe Slebodnik seconded the
motion. The vote was passed 2-0.
Current obligations – Susan Totsky made a motion to pay the current obligations
and Joe Slebodnik seconded. Patty Apostolas had a question regarding the
Marlene Arnese expenses. Susan Totsky responded that it was for quarterly
payroll taxes. The vote to pay the current obligations was passed 2-0.
Joseph Slebodnik read the Police report.
Joseph Slebodnik read the Fire Department report from P.J. Fortuner.
There was no Zoning Officer’s report.
Paul Mancini gave a favorable recycling report.
The Garcia subdivision came up for final approval. Joseph Slebodnik reported that
it was already approved by the Greenfield Township Planning Commission and
Lackawanna County Planning Commission. Susan Totsky made a motion to
approve and Joseph Slebodnik seconded. The vote was 2-0 in favor of approval.
Susan Totsky made a motion to update the computer system and Joseph
Slebodnik seconded. This will help with an audit trail.
Susan made a motion to do an inventory of the Townships equipment. It was
seconded by Joseph Slebodnik.
Susann Totsky questioned about the Township E-mails. Patty mentioned that the
Fire Company web site hosts the E-mails. Patty Apostokolas noted that there were
five active email addresses - one each for the Township Secretary, the Treasurer,
the Roadmaster, the Fire company, and the Supervisors. Last year the hosting
plan needed to be changed and the cost is one hundred dollars per year to be
paid to the Fire Company. Patty mentioned that she would help in getting access
to these E-mails. Susan Totsky made a motion and Slebodnik seconded.
Susan Totsky said that the Township needs to make sure that all checks have two
signatures on them. Susan made a motion to for the two signatures and Joseph
Slebodnik seconded.
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The meeting was then opened for public comment.
Susan Totsky made a motion to adjourn and it was seconded by Joseph Slebodnik.
The meeting adjourned at 8:56 pm.
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Greenfield Township Supervisors’ Meeting – March 5th 2019
Meeting Minutes
The regular monthly meeting of the Greenfield Township Supervisors was called
to order at 8:03 pm with the pledge of Allegiance.
Roll call; Slebodnik present, Totsky present, Evans – Absent, Attorney Casper
present, Mike Mancuso present, Chaz Brewer present.
A motion to dispense with the reading of last meeting’s minutes was made by
Susan Totsky seconded by Joseph Slebodnik. Both voted yes and the motion
passed.
The meeting was open for public comments, questions, and requests.
Treasurer’s Report – Mike Mancuso read the Treasure’s Report and answered
questions from the public. Susan Totsky made a motion accept the report and Joe
Slebodnik seconded. The motion was passed 2-0.
Mike Mancuso read the Police report. Joe Slebodnik made a motion accept the
report and Susan Totsky seconded. The motion was passed 2-0.
Fire Chief P. J. Fortuner read the Fire Department report. Susan Totsky made a
motion accept the report and Joe Slebodnik seconded. The motion was passed 20.
There was no Zoning Officer’s report or EMA Report submitted.
Paul Mancini gave favorable verbal recycling report. Susan Totsky made a motion
accept the report and Joe Slebodnik seconded. The motion was passed 2-0.
Sue Totsky gave a Supervisor’s Statement.
There was an out of order discussion regarding who owns the property that the
Fire company and Township uses.
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Susan Totsky made a motion to remove David Klepadlo & Associates as rhe
Township Engineer and Joe Slebodnik seconded. The motion was passed 2-0.
Joe Slebodnik made a motion to appoint KBA Engineering as the new Township
Engineer and Susan Totsky seconded. The motion was passed 2-0.
Joe Slebodnik made a motion to approve the $ General final land development
plan and Susan Totsky seconded. The motion was passed 2-0.
The Auditor vacancy and Sewer Authority vacancy was tabled.
Susan Totsky made a statement that the Veteran’s Park meetings will be the
second Tuesday of the month at 6:30 at the Township hall and that all are invited
to attend. She said that a landscaping grant will try to be attained. A brief
discussion followed.
There was an out of order discussion regarding removing a Supervisor from office,
restricting their powers and what his duties are, also the the Police Department
finger printing of children, Sewer Authority and Auditor Appointments, and
increasing the amount of Supervisors.
Susan Totsky made a motion to adjourn and it was seconded by Joseph Slebodnik.
The meeting adjourned at 9:06 pm.
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Greenfield Township Supervisors’ Special Meeting – March 14th 2019
Meeting Minutes
The special meeting of the Greenfield Township Supervisors was called to order at
5:30 pm with the pledge of Allegiance.
Secretary Charles Brewer stated that the Board will be following Parliamentary
procedure for the meeting.
Roll call; Supervisor Slebodnik present, Supervisor Totsky present, Supervisor
Evans – Absent, Solicitor Attorney Casper present, Treasurer Mike Mancuso
present, Secretary Chaz Brewer present. There was a Supervisor’s quorum so the
meeting was able to proceed.
Joe Slebodnik moved to assign the Greenfield Township police officer that is
present as Sergeant at Arms. Sue Totsky seconded that motion. There was no
discussion and the motion was passed unanimously by a voice vote.
Sue Totsky moved to assign the Chaz Brewer as Parliamentarian. Joe Slebodnik
seconded that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed
unanimously by a voice vote.
Joe Slebodnik moved to adopt Ordinance No. 2019-1 authorizing the Township of
Greenfield to act as a guarantor for a $300,000 loan to be issued to the Greenfield
Township Sewer Authority pursuant to and in compliance with the provisions of
the Local Government Unit Debt Act. Sue Totsky seconded that motion. The
motion was placed for discussion. Joe Slebodnik moved to end discussion and
vote on the motion at hand. Sue Totsky seconded that motion. The motion was
passed unanimously by a voice vote.
Susan Totsky moved to adjourn. It was seconded by Joseph Slebodnik and passed
unanimously by a voice vote. The meeting adjourned at 6:00 pm.
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Greenfield Township Supervisors’ Meeting – April 2nd 2019
Meeting Minutes
The regular monthly meeting of the Greenfield Township Supervisors was called
to order at 8:01 pm with the pledge of Allegiance.
The roll call was Supervisor Slebodnik present, Supervisor Totsky present,
Supervisor Evans – Absent, Attorney Casper present, Treasurer Mike Mancuso
present, Secretary Chaz Brewer present. A Supervisor’s quorum was present so
the meeting was able to proceed.
Secretary Chaz Brewer read the minutes of the March 5th meeting. There were no
corrections by the Supervisor’s so the minutes stood approved.
Secretary Chaz Brewer read the minutes of the March 14th meeting. There were
no corrections by the Supervisor’s so the minutes stood approved.
Supervisor Slebodnik moved to assign the Greenfield Township police officer that
is present as permanent Sergeant at Arms for all meetings in 2019. Supervisor
Totsky seconded that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was
passed unanimously by a voice vote.
Supervisor Totsky moved to assign the Chaz Brewer as the permanent
Parliamentarian for all meetings in 2019. Supervisor Slebodnik seconded that
motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed unanimously by a
voice vote.
The meeting was open for public comments, questions, and requests.
The Township departments read or stated verbally their reports. During the
Supervisor’s report Supervisor Totsky moved to approve resolution 0402-2019
which to authorizes payment of the Township’s bills upon receipt. Supervisor
Slebodnik seconded that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was
passed unanimously by a voice vote.
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Secretary Brewer informed the Township regarding the upcoming Stormwater fee
in Lackawanna County and requested that the Supervisors send a letter to
Pennsylvania Attorney General Shapiro to file an injunction with the U.S.
Government and the EPA regarding the unfunded mandate requiring treatment of
stormwater on the residents of Pennsylvania.
Supervisor Totsky moved to approve the 2017 financial audit. Supervisor
Slebodnik seconded that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was
passed unanimously by a voice vote.
Supervisor Slebodnik moved to change the Township’s health insurance from the
grandfathered plan to an open marketplace plan. Supervisor Totsky seconded that
motion. There was a brief discussion and the motion was passed unanimously by
a voice vote.
Supervisor Totsky moved to pursue the possibility of using the
“greenfieldtownship.org” website to post documentation and if feasible
implement. Supervisor Slebodnik seconded that motion. There was a brief
discussion and the motion was passed unanimously by a voice vote.
Supervisor Slebodnik moved to adjourn the meeting. Supervisor Totsky seconded
that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed unanimously by
a voice vote. The meeting was adjourned at 8:48 pm.
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Greenfield Township Supervisors’ Meeting – May 7th 2019
Meeting Minutes
The regular monthly meeting of the Greenfield Township Supervisors was called
to order at 8:01 pm with the pledge of Allegiance.
The roll call was Supervisor Slebodnik present, Supervisor Totsky present,
Supervisor Evans – Absent, Attorney Casper present, Treasurer Mike Mancuso
present, Secretary Chaz Brewer present. A Supervisor’s quorum was present so
the meeting was able to proceed.
Secretary Chaz Brewer read the minutes of the April 2nd and April 23rd special
meetings. It was noted that the Board of Supervisors had an executive meeting
after the April 23rd special meeting to discuss a personnel matter. There were no
corrections by the Supervisor’s so the minutes stood approved.
The meeting was open for public comments, questions, and requests.
During the public comment time Supervisor Totsky moved to confirm that the
Township will help the Newton Lake Association in upgrading the lake’s outlet
pipe system. Supervisor Slebodnik seconded that motion. The motion was passed
unanimously by a voice vote.
Also during the public comment time the Supervisor’s board accepted two letters
from Alfred Shoenly. The first expressed his interest in being a candidate for the
vacant position on the Greenfield Township Sewer Authority. In the second letter
Mr. Shoenly indicated his interest in being appointed as a Supervisor should a
vacancy occur.
The Township departments read or stated verbally their reports.
Supervisor Totsky moved to table the auditor’s vacancy until the January 2020 reorganization meeting. It was seconded by Supervisor Slebodnik. There was no
discussion and the motion was passed unanimously by a voice vote.
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Supervisor Slebodnik moved to table the Sewer Authority Appointment until the
Sewer Authority Solicitor contacts the Board of Supervisor’s regarding the
appointment. It was seconded by Supervisor Totsky. There was no discussion and
the motion was passed unanimously by a voice vote.
Supervisor Totsky moved to remove Tony Mariano as Police Officer in charge and
appoint Jesse Vandeusen as the new part time Police Chief. It was seconded by
Supervisor Slebodnik. There was no discussion and the motion was passed
unanimously by a voice vote. Supervisor Totsky requested that Police Chief
Vandeusen introduce himself to the public.
Supervisor Slebodnik moved to authorize the sale or auction of the township’s
excess equipment. Supervisor Totsky seconded that motion. There was no
discussion and the motion was passed unanimously by a voice vote.
Supervisor Totsky moved to pursue the creation of a Township website in order to
post documentation. Supervisor Slebodnik seconded that motion. There was no
discussion and the motion was passed unanimously by a voice vote.
Supervisor Slebodnik moved to authorize official appropriated matching funds for
the Veteran’s park. Supervisor Totsky seconded that motion. After a discussion
the motion was passed unanimously by a voice vote.
Supervisor Totsky moved to adjourn the meeting. Supervisor Slebodnik seconded
that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed unanimously by
a voice vote. The meeting was adjourned at 9:00 pm.
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Greenfield Township Supervisors’ Meeting – June 4th 2019
Meeting Minutes
The regular monthly meeting of the Greenfield Township Supervisors was called
to order at 8:00 pm with the pledge of Allegiance.
The roll call was Supervisor Slebodnik present, Supervisor Totsky present,
Supervisor Evans – Absent, Attorney Casper present, Treasurer Mike Mancuso
present, Secretary Chaz Brewer present. A Supervisor’s quorum was present so
the meeting was able to proceed.
Secretary Chaz Brewer read the minutes of the May 7th meeting. There were no
corrections by the Supervisor’s so the minutes stood approved.
The Township departments read or stated verbally their reports.
The meeting was then open for public comments, questions, and requests.
During the public comment time Supervisor Totsky read the resignation letter
from Auditor Jane Evans.
Supervisor Totsky moved to adopt resolution No. 06-04-2019, a resolution to
obtain replacements certificates of title for township equipment items and
designating township officials to execute all documents required to obtain the
same, as needed. It was seconded by Supervisor Slebodnik. Solicitor Casper read
the resolution. There was no further discussion and the motion was passed
unanimously by a voice vote.
Supervisor Totsky moved to adjourn the meeting. Supervisor Slebodnik seconded
that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed unanimously by
a voice vote. The meeting was adjourned at 8:36 pm.
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Greenfield Township Supervisors’ Meeting – July 2nd 2019
Meeting Minutes
The regular monthly meeting of the Greenfield Township Supervisors was called
to order at 8:00 pm with the pledge of Allegiance.
The roll call was Supervisor Slebodnik present, Supervisor Totsky present,
Supervisor Evans – Absent, Attorney Casper present, Treasurer Mike Mancuso
present, Secretary Chaz Brewer present. A Supervisor’s quorum was present so
the meeting was able to proceed.
Secretary Chaz Brewer read the minutes of the Jun 4th meeting. There were no
corrections by the Supervisor’s so the minutes stood approved.
The Township departments read or stated verbally their reports.
Supervisor Totsky moved to authorize the Solicitor, Secretary, and Treasurer to do
the necessary to proceed forward to get the proposed 2 million dollar PennVest
loan guarantee for the Greenfield Township Sewer Authority approved or
disapproved by the Department of Economic and Community Development. The
motion was seconded by Supervisor Slebodnik. Solicitor Casper discussed the
need and the process to do this. There was no further discussion and the motion
was passed unanimously by a voice vote.
The meeting was then open for public comments, questions, and requests.
After the public comments, questions, and requests, Supervisor Totsky moved to
adjourn the meeting. Supervisor Slebodnik seconded that motion. There was no
discussion and the motion was passed unanimously by a voice vote. The meeting
was adjourned at 8:31 pm.
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Greenfield Township Supervisors’ Meeting – August 6th 2019
Meeting Minutes
The regular monthly meeting of the Greenfield Township Supervisors was called
to order at 8:00 pm with the pledge of Allegiance.
The roll call was Supervisor Slebodnik present, Supervisor Totsky present,
Supervisor Evans – Absent, Attorney Casper present, Treasurer Mike Mancuso
present, Secretary Chaz Brewer present. A Supervisor’s quorum was present so
the meeting was able to proceed.
Secretary Chaz Brewer read the minutes of the July2nd meeting and July 28
special meeting. There were no corrections by the Supervisor’s so the minutes
stood approved.
The Township departments read or stated verbally their reports.
Solicitor Casper requested that the Supervisors move to accept the conditional
use requests for a recycling process facility on Trans America Road and a light
manufacturing facility at 466 route 106 and authorize the Solicitor to take the
necessary steps to schedule a special hearing meeting in accordance with the
Zoning Ordinance and the MPC. Supervisor Totsky made the motion and
Supervisor Slebodnik seconded the motion. Both Totsky and Slebodnik voted yes
by a voice vote.
The meeting was then open for public comments, questions, and requests.
Carol Chaykosky commented on the loud music coming from Mountain Sky from
the Scott Township side of Heart Lake Road. Police Chief Vandeusen commented
on the jurisdiction of the venue.
Brian Widzon commented favorably on the stop signs that were placed on Arnold
and Sickler Pond roads, the road maintance that was done on Sickler Pond Road,
and the Police coverage.
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Mike Mazza submitted some right on know requests and commented on the
Public comments being put in the minutes, and requested that Township officers
only hold one Township position.
Howard Evans asked for an explanation regarding a line item on the financial
report listed as alchohol liscense. Also he commented that the minutes list votes
as a role call vote.
Gerald Snyder commented that there should be speed limit signs in the Township
and approval of how bills are being paid.
Theresa Kilmer commented on weekend Police coverage, ATV nuisances, and loud
speeding vehicles by her home. Police Chief Vandeusen commented on the
difficulty in apprehending the ATV riders but asked the public to report when
there is an issue.
Paul Mancini submitted a right to know request. He commented that the Police
department is being used to harass him. He also commented on the Township
building permit requirements. He also questioned the integrity of Township
officials.
Lackawanna County representative, Katelyn English, reported on county events.
Mike Mazza commented on the Sewer Authority nomination.
Sue Totsky read a letter from Patty Apostolakes regarding road questions and
responded with answers from the road master.
After the public comments, questions, and requests, Supervisor Totsky moved to
appoint Donald J. Flynn Jr. to the sewer Authority. Supervisor Slebodnik seconded
that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed with both
Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote.
After a brief statement by Solicitor Casper Supervisor Slebodnik moved to
approve the Haley lot consolidation map. Supervisor Totsky seconded that
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motion. There was no further discussion and the motion was passed with both
Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote.
Supervisor Totsky moved to approve the Kat Everett farm request to be included
in the Greenfield Township Agricultural Security Area. Supervisor Slebodnik
seconded that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed with
both Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote.
The Supervisors and the Secretary signed the Dollar General and Haley lot
consolidation paperwork.
Supervisor Slebodnik moved to adjourn the meeting. Supervisor Totsky seconded
that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed with both
Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote. The meeting was adjourned at
9:10 pm.
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Greenfield Township Supervisors’ Meeting – September 1st, 2019
Meeting Minutes
The regular monthly meeting of the Greenfield Township Supervisors was called
to order at 7:58 pm with the pledge of Allegiance.
The roll call was Supervisor Slebodnik present, Supervisor Totsky present,
Supervisor Evans – Absent, Attorney Casper present, Treasurer Mike Mancuso
present, Secretary Chaz Brewer present. A Supervisor’s quorum was present so
the meeting was able to proceed.
There were no corrections to the minutes of the September 3rd meeting by the
Supervisor’s so the minutes stood approved as distributed.
The Township departments read or stated verbally their reports.
The meeting was then open for public comments, questions, and requests.
Solicitor Casper stated that the Supervisors could not legally answer any
questions regarding the conditional use requests for a recycling process facility on
Trans America Road and the manufacturing facility at 466 route 106 and that no
decisions have been made.
Nick Hameza stated his opposition to the proposed tire recycling facility.
Daniel Stepaniants commented on the Township road funding and the proposed
tire recycling facility.
Howard Evans commented on the proposed tire recycling decision, road
expenditures, and the process of paying the township bills.
Rob Brundage commented on his opposition to the proposed tire recycling
facility.
Andrew Taylor commented on his opposition to the proposed tire recycling
facility.
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Ron Jenkins asked a question on the decision making of the conditional use
permit process and commented on the proposed tire recycling facility.
Paul Mancini commented on right to know requests, harassment issues, road
funding, and the grant for the park.
Josh Davis commented on his proposed tire recycling facility and answered
questions from the public.
After the public comments, questions, and requests, Supervisor Totsky moved to
approve the combination of the lots on Sunset Avenue owned by JDT Realty LLC.
Supervisor Slebodnik seconded that motion. There was no discussion and the
motion was passed with both Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote.
Supervisor Slebodnik moved to adjourn the meeting. Supervisor Totsky seconded
that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed with both
Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote. The meeting was adjourned at
9:07 pm.
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Greenfield Township Supervisors’ Meeting – October 1st 2019
Meeting Minutes
The regular monthly meeting of the Greenfield Township Supervisors was called
to order at 8:05 pm with the pledge of Allegiance.
The roll call was Supervisor Slebodnik present, Supervisor Totsky present,
Supervisor Evans – Absent, Attorney Casper present, Treasurer Mike Mancuso
present, Secretary Chaz Brewer present. A Supervisor’s quorum was present so
the meeting was able to proceed.
There were no corrections to the minutes of the September 3rd meeting by the
Supervisor’s so the minutes stood approved as distributed.
The Township departments read or stated verbally their reports.
The meeting was then open for public comments, questions, and requests on
agenda items only.
Charlie Lubash commented on Shady Side Drive.
Supervisor Totsky moved to approve Ordinance No. 10-01-2019, the Kat Everett
modification to the existing Agricultural Security Area. Supervisor Slebodnik
seconded that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed with
both Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote.
After an explanation by Solicitor Casper Supervisor Slebodnik moved to approve a
resolution that extended the existence of the Greenfield Township Sewer
Authority beyond 2036. Supervisor Totsky seconded that motion. There was no
discussion and the motion was passed with both Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes
by a voice vote.
Supervisor Totsky moved to approve the 2018 financial audit draft. Supervisor
Slebodnik seconded that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was
passed with both Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote.
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Supervisor Slebodnik moved to approve the replacement of the existing police
vehicle. Supervisor Totsky seconded that motion. After a brief discussion the
motion was passed with both Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote.
Supervisor Totsky moved to approve the purchase of a mobile and two portable
police radios. Supervisor Slebodnik seconded that motion. There was no
discussion and the motion was passed with both Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes
by a voice vote.
Supervisor Slebodnik moved to approve the purchase of a road truck. Supervisor
Totsky seconded that motion. After a brief discussion the motion was passed with
both Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote.
Supervisor Totsky moved to approve the application for a credit card for
Greenfield Township. Supervisor Slebodnik seconded that motion. After a brief
discussion the motion was passed with both Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a
voice vote.
The meeting was then open for public comments, questions, and requests.
Mike Mazza commented on the opening of Lee road. A discussion followed.
Katelyn English informed the Township on County events and programs.
Howard Evans commented the noise coming from Mountain Sky venue. A brief
discussion followed.
Paul Mancini made a right to know request and commented on harassment and
building permit issues. A discussion followed.
After the public comments, questions, and requests, Supervisor Totsky moved to
approve writing a letter to Clifford Township on the opening of Lee Road.
Supervisor Slebodnik seconded that motion. There was no discussion and the
motion was passed with both Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote.
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Supervisor Totsky moved to suspend the recycling program indefinitely.
Supervisor Slebodnik seconded that motion. There was no discussion and the
motion was passed with both Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote.
Supervisor Slebodnik moved to adjourn the meeting. Supervisor Totsky seconded
that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed with both
Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote. The meeting was adjourned at
8:55 pm.
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Greenfield Township Supervisors’ Special Meeting – October 3rd 2019
Meeting Minutes
The special meeting of the Greenfield Township Supervisors was called to order at
1:10 pm with the pledge of Allegiance.
Roll call; Supervisor Slebodnik present, Supervisor Totsky present, Supervisor
Evans – Absent, Solicitor Attorney Casper present, Treasurer Mike Mancuso
absent, Secretary Chaz Brewer present. There was a Supervisor’s quorum so the
meeting was able to proceed.
Solicitor Casper explained that Ordinance No. 07-24-2019 had an incorrect
estimated project completion date. He also noted that the form of guarantee had
to be changed. Supervisor Totsky moved to enact Ordinance No. 07-24-2019-A.
Supervisor Slebodnik seconded that motion. There was no discussion and the
motion was passed with a roll call vote with Supervisor Slebodnik and Supervisor
Totsky voting yes.
A brief question and answer period followed.
Supervisor Slebodnik moved to adjourn the meeting. Supervisor Totsky seconded
that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed with both
Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote. The meeting was adjourned at
1:21 pm.
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Greenfield Township Supervisors’ Meeting – November 12th 2019
Meeting Minutes
The regular monthly meeting of the Greenfield Township Supervisors was called
to order at 8:04 pm with the pledge of Allegiance.
The roll call was Supervisor Slebodnik present, Supervisor Totsky present,
Supervisor Evans – absent, Attorney Casper present, Treasurer Mike Mancuso
absent, Secretary Chaz Brewer present. A Supervisor’s quorum was present so the
meeting was able to proceed.
There were no corrections to the minutes of the October 1st meeting and October
3rd special meeting by the Supervisor’s so the minutes stood approved as
distributed.
The Township departments read or stated verbally their reports.
The meeting was then open for public comments, questions, and requests on
agenda items only.
Howards Evans asked for clarification on the Foreign Fire Tax, requested
clarification on the Oct 3 minutes regarding an Ordinance, and commended the
Police Force regarding the Gerald Rusek Funeral.
Lisa Bonczkiewicz stated information regarding the Christmas Tree Lighting event
to be held Dec 7th at the Township hall from 4pm to 7pm.
After an explanation by Solicitor Casper, Supervisor Totsky moved to approve the
$3000 bid rec’d by Lackawanna Co Tax Claim Bureau for a property on Poor Farm
Road (Map # 02303-020-00402). Supervisor Slebodnik seconded that motion.
There was no discussion and the motion was passed with both Totsky and
Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote.
The meeting was then open for public comments, questions, and requests,
however there were none.
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Supervisor Slebodnik moved to adjourn the meeting. Supervisor Totsky seconded
that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed with both
Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote. The meeting was adjourned at
8:24 pm.
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Greenfield Township Supervisors’ Meeting – December 3rd 2019
Meeting Minutes
The regular monthly meeting of the Greenfield Township Supervisors was called
to order at 8:00 pm with the pledge of Allegiance.
The roll call was Supervisor Slebodnik present, Supervisor Totsky present,
Supervisor Evans – absent, Attorney Casper present, Treasurer Mike Mancuso
present, Secretary Chaz Brewer present. A Supervisor’s quorum was present so
the meeting was able to proceed.
There were no corrections to the minutes of the November 12th meeting by the
Supervisor’s so the minutes stood approved as distributed.
The Township departments read or stated verbally their reports as available.
The meeting was then open for public comments, questions, and requests on
agenda items only.
Attorney Frank Ruggiero commented on speed humps for Lakeview Ave, Sunset
Ave, and Shady Lane.
After an explanation by Solicitor Casper and Treasurer Mancuso, Supervisor
Totsky moved to approve Resolution 12-03-2019 (4000-30629) regarding the
Master Lease with Fulton Bank, N.A. for a 2019 Ram 3500 Truck. Supervisor
Slebodnik seconded that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was
passed with both Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote.
After an explanation by Solicitor Casper, Supervisor Slebodnik moved to approve
Resolution 12-03-2019A to change the Allocation of the current tax millage.
Supervisor Totsky seconded that motion. There was no discussion and the motion
was passed with both Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote.
The meeting was then open for public comments, questions, and requests,
Katelyn English informed the Township on County events and programs. Mike
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Mazza requested if the letter was sent to Clifford Township regarding Lee Road.
Bob Warren commented on on the Sewer Authority issue. Mike Mancuso
reminded the Township on the Christmas Tree lighting event for December7th.
Supervisor Slebodnik moved to adjourn the meeting. Supervisor Totsky seconded
that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed with both
Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote. The meeting was adjourned at
8:30 pm.
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Greenfield Township Supervisors’ Special Meeting – December 16th 2019
Meeting Minutes
A Special meeting of the Greenfield Township Supervisors was called to order at
7:02 pm with the pledge of Allegiance.
The roll call was Supervisor Slebodnik present, Supervisor Totsky present,
Supervisor Evans – absent, Attorney Casper present, Treasurer Mike Mancuso
present, Secretary Chaz Brewer present. A Supervisor’s quorum was present so
the meeting was able to proceed.
Treasurer Mancuso went over the proposed 2020 budget.
The meeting was then open for public comments, questions, and requests on
agenda items only. There were no public comments.
Treasurer Mancuso noted that there were no final bills to be paid for 2019.
Supervisor Slebodnik moved to approve the proposed 2020 Township budget.
Supervisor Totsky seconded that motion. There was no discussion and the motion
was passed with both Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote.
Supervisor Totsky moved to adjourn the meeting. Supervisor Slebodnik seconded
that motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed with both
Totsky and Slebodnik voting yes by a voice vote. The meeting was adjourned at
7:09 pm.
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